HOW TO GIVE A QUICK DEMO

*Hive Mind* by Calliope Games
Game Design by Richard Garfield

*Hive Mind* is a party game for three to twelve players (or more), ages eight and up, that plays in under an hour. We have included a *Hive Mind* promo card in this issue for your demo use.

How to set up a *Hive Mind* Table Demo:

1. Set the board out on the table.
2. Put several “Beeples” on the Level 1 Area of the Hive.
3. Put the timer and the die next to the board. Set the Question Cards box next to the board.
4. Put the *Hive Mind* Promo Card from this month’s issue of GTM next to the question box (or choose any card that you like).

### *Hive Mind* Table Demo Script:

You are a happy, busy bee in your bee hive. Unfortunately, the Queen Bee says that “Winter is Coming” and there is not enough food for everyone. Only the bees that think most like the Hive will get to stay. The others must leave and start their own hive.

*Hive Mind* is a trivia game with no trivia!

1. On your turn, take a card and choose one of the questions on the card. Read the question. For example: *What are 5 components commonly used in a tabletop game?* (or choose any question on any card)
2. Everyone has two minutes to write down their answers.
3. Once time runs out, read your answers out one by one. For example: “Dice.” Anyone who wrote down Dice raises their hands. Count the hands, including yours. Everyone who wrote Dice scores that many points. Continue to read answers off everyone’s list and add up the points for each answer.
4. Once all answers have been read, everyone adds up their total points. The person with the FEWEST points moves one space towards the hive exit. If there is a tie, all tied players move one space.
5. If one or more players exit the hive, the game ends. All players remaining in the hive win!

In the full game, there are a handful of additional rules, but this demo provides the overall feel of the game quickly.

For more information on *Hive Mind*, including “How to Demo” and “How to Play” videos, pictures, and product information, please visit: [www.calliopegames.com](http://www.calliopegames.com) and log in to our Retailers page at the bottom.